The Bioplicity Scientific Writing Workshop

The following is a list of the contents for a 2.5-day workshop.* Depending on need, various sections can be expanded or removed.

Some Elements of Style – Getting started with Strunk and White

What is plagiarism?

The Task of Writing a Research Article

— Getting organized
— Making a plan
— Designing tables and figures
— Structuring and writing your article
— Writing an impactful abstract
— Citing other research

The Mechanics of Writing

— Organizing sentences and paragraphs
— Setting up strong transitions
— Avoiding wordiness
— Choosing the correct tense
— Punctuating correctly
— Emphasizing key points

Principles of Self-Editing and Reflection

— Does my article say what I intended to say?
— Is my article structured appropriately?
— Is my language strong and cohesive?
— How can I improve my writing on my own?

Please write to info@bioplicityediting.org to schedule a consultation.

*Subject to change
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